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 David Parrish opened his eyes to reveal darkness. Disorientation gripped 

him and he feared for where he might be and what might have befallen him. 

Objects and furniture identified themselves in the form of bruises as he 

frantically searched for a wall. He banged his open palm on the walls looking 

for a lightswitch, as rattling picture frames marked his passage. A short, 

blunt object dug into his palm, causing him to cry out with pain, before he 

realized it was the wall switch he had been looking for. The fluorescent 

lights, hidden above frosted panes in the ceiling, illuminated the area that 

had been his prison. David felt foolish as he surveyed his now ravaged bedroom. 

Anything that stood in his path had been overturned or displaced in one way or 

another. 

 His bedroom. 

 David had no idea how he had arrived here. His mind was a broken bilge, 

refusing to release the fear that filled him. 

 He left his room and walked down the hall. The light from his bedroom 

casted menacing shadows on the walls. David could find his way in the dark with 

relative ease, but despite the light he had trouble making his way. Familiar 

features and forms of his basement apartment had been transformed into 

malevolent entities. He flipped the switches in all of the rooms in an attempt 

to lift the veil that concealed them. 

 David's basement apartment was, but his standards, luxurious. He was 

initially hesitant to take the place for that very reason. The rent his future 

landlords had been asking for, however, did not reflect the condition of the 

place. He accepted their terms and for the last three years the two parties had 

enjoyed a good relationship. Taking a seat in his bean-bag chair, David hoped 

his earlier ruckus would not complicate matters. 

 The remote control to his television set was on the floor next to him, 

and David was tempted to turn it on. Sleep was not forthcoming and he 

contemplated prescribing himself a half an hour of meaningless sitcoms to coax 

himself into slumber. 
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 Thinking of television and the shows that would be on, David wondered 

what time it was. Nowhere else in the apartment, save his bedroom, could a 

clock be found. When wandering aimlessly through shopping malls, David had 

priced various timepieces, even something as simple as a wristwatch with a 

back-light. Each time he had found something else, usually a frivolous item 

that he had no need for, to buy. 

 Entering the desolation that was now his bedroom, David discovered that 

the plug for the clock radio had been wrenched from it's socket, not doubt as a 

result of his frenzy. He would have to turn the television on after all. There 

was a small window at the top of his bedroom wall and David could only discern 

that whatever time it was, it was night-time. David came to the conclusion that 

it was early in the evening and he had woke up from a bad dream. 

 David flicked through the channels in search of a television-guide 

station or other station dedicated to advisory messages. He stopped at one that 

gave news updates and rubbed his eyes to assure that he was seeing clearly. 

 03:05:32 

 Thirty two gave way to it's succeeding number, making it's way to the 

following minute.  

 Three in the morning? David asked himself. Where the hell did my day go?  

 He left the television on to keep himself company while he made a cup of 

tea. The kitchenette had come equipped with a modest sized microwave, a toaster 

oven, gas oven, and a refrigerator. David was constantly thankful to the Reid's 

for allowing him the priveledge of the appliances. David had seen, and briefly 

occupied, apartments where landlords lauded these luxuries, trying to justify 

the exorbitant rent they charged. Boiling to water to make his tea, David shook 

his head and smiled. He was always amazed at himself when he occupied his 

thoughts with other matters instead of dealing with what was troubling him. 

Sipping his tea and returning to the comfort of his bean-bag chair, David 

resumed his struggle to recall what had made him lose a day. 

 The blue letterbox that flashed short news-bites, framed with red top and 
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bottom, did not change on the screen. The channel detailed a series of news 

highlights for an hour or so before it was revised by new, or up-to-date 

information. When David turned on the television, the prime minister was 

threatening an election, that taxes were going up, and that some crazed maniac 

had made off with five hundred dollars after massacring the occupants of a 

convenience store. As David took stock of his surroundings, he could not help 

but notice that ten minutes of time had marched on, yet those same three news 

items had not changed. Curiosity got the better of him and David chose not to 

get up from his chair until the screen gave new information. 

 The kitchenette had not been disturbed prior to his making a cup of tea. 

The counter and sink were free of anything that would give a hint to what he 

had done the day before. The single bottle of Alberta Springs rye was still 

three-quarters full, and his mind wasn't filled with cotton, so David knew that 

he hadn't been drinking to cause his amnesia. Nothing about the state of the 

kitchenette told David what he had done. A thought did occur to him. He got up 

from his seat and went into the refrigerator. 

 David had been in the habit of making himself a lunch the night before he 

went to work. That gave him nothing to do in the morning except shower and go 

out the door. If he had gone to work, his lunch wouldn't be there. Looking to 

the shelf beneath his milk jug, David saw that it was gone. So, he was at work 

the day before. At least, if he had acted within his habit. If he hadn't, then 

maybe he lost two days. He shut the door to the refrigerator and rubbed his 

temples. Whatever amnesia he was suffering from had been very selective in what 

it had wiped out. David did smile, however, at the thought of going to work in 

the morning and asking his boss, Renato, if he was at work the previous day. 

Renato would surely think that David was off of his rocker. 

 Still carrying his tea, David sipped at it, running possibility after 

possibility through his mind, fearing and loathing his loss of memory. He went 

back to his bedroom, curiosity driven away from the television and back to the 

situation at hand. His clothes were on the floor, and although they were in 
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disarray by his overturned director's chair cum clothes stand, they looked to 

have been folded before they were knocked over. At the foot of his bed were a 

crumpled pair of oil stained coveralls. 

 So ... I was at work. But why did I wear my coveralls home? David always 

washed and changed before he stepped foot beyond the oil and lubrication bays 

of Jiffy Lube. He did not want anything, much less his own stench, reminding 

him of work. 

 Whatever I did, I must have left there in a hurry. 

 Looking at his room, David felt it had been in disarray long enough. He 

knew better. If Mrs. Williams, one half of a couple that had been his 

benevolent saviours, had so much as heard of his room being a mess she would 

have given David an earful. He organized his room, imagining a conversation 

with Mrs. Williams, and began to feel a bit nostalgic. Times spent with her, 

him talking or her tutoring him, made David feel better for a while. It didn't 

do him much good to also remember that he had not spoken to her or Mr. Williams 

in over two years. 

 David did feel good thinking about those times, and it brought a pleasant 

respite from the confusion surrounding his amnesia. Working around and about 

his room, replacing books and restocking drawers of clothes, would release the 

tension and, hopefully, his memory. The time he spent thinking of Harburn was 

painfully short. A few flashes of enjoyable experiences took up enough time 

that David was able to forget that he was re-establishing his room. 

 The reliability of order was printed upon him by Mrs. Williams. His own 

mother had left David to fend for himself throughout his childhood, breeding 

the untidiness that came natural with youth. 

 "To organize a space requires an organized mind. Therefore, one 

represents the other." That was the line of reasoning given to him by Mrs. 

Williams. "Disorganized" was as close as she ever came to uttering a curse. 

Ironically enough, she had married a man who was in his glory amidst a clutter. 

 Mrs. Williams never once pried David's past from him, preferring to let 
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David come out at a pace he saw fit. Her generous nature, combined with her and 

her husband’s gift of a roof over David's head, made his revelations easy. She 

always listened and never once passed judgement on him, rather using her 

newfound knowledge to manufacture a guide on how to handle David. 

 It had been easy for others to determine David's nature, based upon 

incomplete facts about his life. If he ever tried to explain why he had come to 

be where he was, it was seen as a string of excuses not valid reasons. A young 

man of sixteen, filled with the common angst associated with his generation, 

would leave home not because his parents didn't care for him, but because he 

felt oppressed by the rules they put upon him. Irresponsible and unable to live 

in the 'real world' is what David would see in their eyes and hear with his 

ears. The more people he met, the more David wondered where the 'real world' 

was, and whether or not 'world' was individual to the mind that experienced it. 

If that was the case, no one would ever understand him. Soon, it became 

unnecessary for David to go into his life's story. It could be seen in his 

gaze. 

 So he was completely taken aback by the first question that had come from 

Mr. Williams' mouth. In a conversational manner that David would forever couple 

with him, Mr. Williams asked David why he had run away from home. 

 It was not mentioned after, or ever, how much that moment meant in their 

relationship. David would never know and shuddered to consider where he would 

be if he had spewed forth a simple tale that would have been interpreted as 

being told by a rogue teenager. 

 At that moment, David was shocked back into the reality of his bedroom by 

a flashing red light on his telephone. It had been hidden beneath a bundle of 

dishevelled clothing. 

 The tears that filled his eyes as he listened to the message that was 

released after he dialled the message centre and entered his code, did not 

cloud his vision. David could see the television clearly 
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 The name of the sole survivor of the variety store massacre 

is being withheld by police, on the request of the survivor. 

 

 David remembered. 
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 David remembered turning left onto Yonge Street to make his way to work. 

Not having woke up on time, he had to rush himself to be ready. Showering would 

have taken too long, so he opted to put his head under the bathtub faucet and 

douse himself. While drying his hair, the now damp towel served as a means to 

wipe his face clean and to clear the sleep from his eyes. Taking inventory of 

his face in the mirror, he tried to looks past grey, bloodshot eyes and assess 

if he was truly as tired as his cadaverous skin colour indicated. The water did 

little to waken him thoroughly, and he hoped the drive to work would help a 

little more. Instead of brushing his teeth, David took an apple out of the 

refrigerator, along with his lunch before he ran out of the door. 

 His landlords were not out of bed yet, and David knew that the sound of 

his car would startle them. Putting it in neutral, he pushed on the doorjamb so 

it would roll down the driveway. With the engine not running, there was no 

power to the steering, thus making the car difficult to manoeuvre. By the time 

David jumped into the car and pressed the brakes to slow it's descent, he was 

exhausted. As he drove down the sidestreets of his neighbourhood, David found 

himself adjusting his arms every few minutes, for no one position giving him 

relief for long. 

 What had caused him to wake up late was obvious and disturbing. On a 

normal day he would have been out of bed at five thirty, his alarm ringing at 

five-fifteen and the snooze button set at fifteen minutes. This morning, 

however, he had hit the snooze button two times before ignoring the sound of 

his alarm completely. In his sleepy mind, the buzz was an accepted part of 

existence, and did not deter his slumber at all. It was only when he rolled 

over and looked at his clock did David see that he had overslept. The clock 

read six-fifteen. The shop opened at six thirty. David drove fast with the vain 

hope that he would make it to work exactly on time. 

 David didn't need a watch this morning to know that he had gotten on the 

road too late. Rush hour traffic had begun. 

 Driving to work in the morning had taken on an autonomous quality. There 
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was no thought involved when he changed lanes, stopped and started. It was all 

part of the routine necessary for him to get between point A and B. He came to 

recognize his fellow commuters not by their faces but by the cars that they 

drove. More or less, there was a window for commuters and the same ones left at 

the same time, making a kind of cavalry of automobiles. David knew the ones 

that were important to him. There was the driver of the Toyota Camry that David 

owed a favour to. He had allowed David to cross a lane of traffic to make a 

left hand turn. There was the idiot driver of the ancient Chevrolet Caprice 

that insisted on driving fifteen kilometres over the speed limit and passing in 

and out of traffic. There was the woman in the Mustang that never had enough 

time to put her lipstick on when she was in the house, choosing instead to 

speed along at eighty kilometres an hour with one hand on the steering wheel 

and the other moving a lipstick tube over her lips. These were the people that 

David knew and shared the highway with. Times when the stoplight seemed to take 

forever, he could look over at his highway-fellows and shrug, hoping they 

shared his sentiment. They would smile and return his gesture. Driving was the 

part they all shared, and David wondered if they also shared a kind of 

friendship as well. It was not a question he could answer. David did not 

realize how much he missed leaving at his appointed hour until he merged with 

rush hour traffic. 

 The cavalry had turned into a stampede of metallic steeds, navigated by 

furious and frantic drivers that sought to be on time for work at all costs. 

Not a single one of them looked over at you and smiled. If they did, it was to 

notify you about something you have done wrong, or simply to vent their bad 

mood on someone. A good day was as far away as five o'clock. The good-natured 

camaraderie with the strangers of his morning hour had been replaced by the 

cold-hearted mass of people he shared society with. 

 Renato Herczeg, David's boss at the oil and lube shop, was pulling into 

his parking space just as David turned his car off. Trying to act as if nothing 

was out of the ordinary, David waited for Renato to get out of his car before 
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speaking to him. David forced a smile to his face. 

 "Eh, Boss. What's up?" 

 "Eh, Davvie. How are you?" 

 David nodded his head and fell into step with Renato. "Pretty good. I 

left late this morning, though. Haven't had my coffee yet." 

 "Me neither," Renato responded. He stopped in his tracks and looked off 

to his right. "I"ll get one for us at the coffee shop. Double-double, right?" 

 "Yup." David reached into his pocket and brought out a loonie to pay for 

it. Renato was already on his way, brushing off David's offer of payment. 

 "Just get everything ready to open. I get the coffee's." 

 "Thanks, Renato."  

 Fumbling through his collection of keys, David unlocked the door to the 

shop and stepped inside. The clock over the desk read six-thirty-five. The two 

of them were five minutes late, but it didn't seem to matter to Renato. David 

felt a little relieved. He walked into the garage section of the shop and 

started to flip the switches that would bring everything to life. The registers 

chimed and lights blinked briefly before completely illuminating. David noted 

that for as much as everything was working, without the hum of the fluorescent 

lights, it would not seem real. If for some reason they were all replaced with 

halogen lights, David felt that he would be living in a dream, forever unsure 

what the next moment would bring. With the gentle, monotonous song of the 

lights in the background, David knew that he was at work, and each moment would 

lead to a solution of  the next. Cars would come in, he would check and change 

the oil, they would leave, and the cycle would be repeated until three o'clock. 

This was his day and the light was what made it complete. 

 A horn sounded in front of one of the garage bay doors. David realized 

how foolish it must have looked to the customer with him worshipping some 

strange deity.  

 The customer made a gesture that asked David whether or not it was too 

early for him to get a change. David returned with a motion that asked the man 
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to wait while he opened the doors. 

 "It's not too early, is it?" 

 David grinned and pushed the question away."Nah. I just got here. It 

takes a minute or two for me to get my sh... uhm..., act together." 

 The customer grinned at David's near-slip and thanked him. 

 "Just let me get some coveralls on and I'll get to work." 

 David went to the bathroom to get changed. His coveralls were hanging by 

a hook and he only wore boxer shorts beneath them. In his first days at the 

shop, he had worn a pair of old jeans and a t-shirt beneath them in hopes that 

the extra layer would ward off the grease. All it had succeeded to do was make 

him unbearably hot and torturously itchy. 

 The customer was still in good spirits when David returned and leapt into 

the pit. Only his hands were visible as he motioned the customer to move 

overtop of the bay. Soon enough, the engine was above him and David was yelling 

for the customer to shut off his car. 

 "I'll be done in ten minutes or so," David said from below. " If you 

would pop the hood for me, I'd appreciate it. You can go and grab a coffee if 

you like. There's a place down the way a few feet." 

 "Sure. Thanks." 

 As he assessed the vehicle, he absently noted the slamming of the car 

door and the retreating sound of dress-shoed feet. The car was a 1989 Ford 

Tempo. The oil filter was a simple enough item to remove but a true pain in the 

ass to get at. He positioned the bucket beneath the oil pan and removed the 

screw. Thick, black liquid poured out. The exhaust was still hot and David 

reminded himself to be careful of it for fear of burning himself. Carefully, he 

positioned the filter puller and tried to turn it. He was in an awkward place, 

which made it hard to get the proper leverage. Putting both hands on the 

handle, David started to tug. It finally loosened, sending David backwards 

through a stream of oil. He steadied himself by shooting out his hand to the 

first stable thing he came in contact with. The exhaust pipe was not simply 
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warm, but white hot. The customer undoubtedly had been driving for half an hour 

at about a hundred kilometres an hour. David felt all of this heat for the 

shortest of moments, but it was enough to mark his hand blistering red. 

 Tucking his hand in his armpit, David cursed at the top of lungs and 

thanked that the shop was empty. The universe of agony slowly contracted, 

replaced with the reality of where David was. Tears formed in the corner of his 

eyes and as David worked, he found himself sniffling to stifle a bout of 

weeping. 

 Going through the range of tasks to complete the oil change quickly, 

David looked for more things to do. The pain was a dull throb now, but 

something more was troubling him. He needed the car to take it all away. 

 He had told the customer that he would be done in ten minutes, but David 

had no idea how long it was before he returned. The previously sedate, 

retreating footfalls were now two pairs of feet moving in a fury. 

 There were two sets of muffled, frantic voices, followed by a car door 

opening and slamming shut. He heard the transmission shift gears and two people 

pushing the car out of the way. David was on the floor of the bay, huddled 

among tools and covered in hot oil. He was crying like a baby. 

 "David!" Renato yelled."I just read the paper. My God!" 

 David didn't need the newspaper to tell him what Renato knew. He had seen 

everything and knew there was nothing he could do. 
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 His evening had begun innocently enough. He had finished work at the 

Jiffy Lube and gone to the mall. After spending forty five minutes between it's 

two bookstores, David had settled on a simple, six-dollar paperback titled 

"Such A Long Journey". It's title had attracted him while it's author was a 

complete mystery. It's sole endorsement was that it had won the "Governor 

General's Award for Fiction" and David had only read that on his way out of the 

bookstore. The best way to enjoy a new book, in David's opinion, was over a 

fresh cup of coffee. That was his only thought as he pulled out of the mall 

parking lot. 

 It tortured him now, but at the time David only felt foolish that he had 

neglected to purchase a package of cigarettes when he was at the mall. The 

coffee shop he had intended to go to was in a strip mall that had a convenience 

store. It would be a simple matter to buy a pack before he went to the coffee 

shop. David had no idea that such a simple decision would alter his life 

forever. Having parked his car near to the shop, David strolled the length of 

the strip plaza, hands in pocket with his book cradled in the nook of his 

elbow. He remembered that he was whistling a tune to which he did not know the 

title. 

 David informed the officer questioning him that had anything of happened 

prior to his entering of the store he was ignorant of it. The only thought on 

his mind was his book, his coffee, and watching his cigarette burn down in time 

for him to scuttle a final drag. 

 Smiling for no reason, David opened the door to the store to hear it 

close with a cataclysmic bang that could not possibly have been caused by him. 

It was not accompanied with the sound of smashing glass, so David turned his 

attention to the store. He was lost in his own mind at this point, only to be 

wrenched into reality with the sight of a darkly dressed man, wearing a ski 

mask, and brandishing a semi-automatic pistol. 

 How could you be so sure that it was a semi-automatic pistol, Mr. 

Parrish? The officer had asked him. 
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 I've seen enough movies to be able to tell the difference between a 

revolver and a semi-automatic pistol, officer. David had replied. 

 What David did not tell the officer was that for all the violent movies 

he had ever seen, the carnage in the store was ten times that. Studios crafted 

and choreographed their violence, shifting back and forth with their shots to 

give the view an impression of mayhem. In those cases, you were only a viewer, 

which did not prepare David to be a witness. 

 It seemed cliche when David informed the officer of what he saw, but he 

could find no better description than 'a bath of blood'. How many people lay 

dead or dying on the floor, David had no idea, but it was sticky with it. David 

could see the feet of one person sticking out from one of the aisles and the 

matted hair of another pasted to a loaf of bread. There was no one behind the 

counter that David could see, more than likely because whoever had been there 

was shot and lay dying. All was silent. Not a single cry or plead for help or 

mercy came from the victims of the gunman. If there were any, David was not 

paying attention. The only person that caught his sight and garnered his 

protection, was the little girl, not more than six years old, lying at the foot 

of the candy shelf. 

 He wasn't there to detail her actions, but David could see the course of 

events that lead up to her death. Her mother had gone into the store for 

something the family needed that she had neglected to purchase before she 

picked up her daughter from daycare. I'll only be a minute, darling, the mother 

would have informed her child. The automatic response, in order for the girl to 

make it worth her while, would be to ask for something. Candy? She would have 

asked, which would be answered with nothing but a smile from her mother. Once 

in the store, free from the ministrations of her mother, the little girl would 

have rushed to the part where the candy was. Chocolate bars, Jaw Breakers, and 

Gummi Worms would have beckoned her, asking silently for the little girl to 

pick all of them up and plead to have each one. At the exact moment when she 

had chosen a single item, a package of gum, the gunman would have opened fire. 
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Turning to see what the source of the noise was, grasping the gum in her hand 

tightly so she would not forget to ask her mommy if it was okay to have this, a 

single pull from the trigger of the semi-automatic pistol would send a bullet 

through her head. David revealed none of this to the officer because he knew 

that it would mean nothing. All David told the officer was that he went to his 

knees to cradle the little girl in his lap.  

 He felt powerless to do anything. At work, he had turned down all of the 

offered first-aid courses, thinking them nothing more than a chance to waste 

him time. David had no knowledge of CPR or the binding of wounds, and cursed 

himself for it. What he did not reveal was that even were he an award winning 

doctor he could do nothing to stop the trickle of brain matter from the little 

girl's head. The officers, who picked him up off the floor after an eternity of 

knowing nothing else, told David he had been for only ten minutes. 

 "What the fuck are you doing?" The gunman had screamed at David. "I 

fuckin' told you to get the hell down!" 

 "She's dying," David remembered whispering, recalling nothing of what the 

gunman said or ordered before that point. 

 "You'll be fuckin' well as goddamned dead as that girl if you don't GET 

THE FUCK DOWN!" 

 Tears having welled up in his eyes, David's view of the world made 

features and faces blotchy and inhuman. The black-garbed gunman was rendered 

malevolent, wielding his pistol like a wand, trying to divine David away from 

the girl and onto the floor. It wasn't courage that stayed David, but 

diligence. He was not going to abandon the little girl for anything or anyone. 

 Flashing white and red, with amplified voices from bullhorns flooded the 

store. The gunman yelled unintelligibly as he opened fire on the windows that 

faced onto the parking lot. The shattered glass caught the blinding 

floodlights, making strange, brief designs on the walls of the store. Firing 

back, the police munitions drowned David's sense of hearing and smell.  They 

did not hit their intended target for the gunman had escaped through the back 
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door.  

 David remembered bumming a cigarette from one of the officers before he 

sat in his car. He had hoped that the few minutes alone would clear his head. 

Neither the retreat into his work nor the solace of his car rescued David from 

the visions that sought to haunt him. 


